
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Advertising material _________________ to the end of the text.1. (move)

A few corrections of later date __________________.2. (add)

It is not because right principles _____________________, that they are to
be abandoned.
3.

(violate)

How many arguments ____________________ over (I won't say knocked
down) by these few words!
4.

(knock)

A bridge _________________ away by a rise of the waters, so we must
approach Philadelphia by the river.
5.

(sweep)

This obscure question _______________________ till very recently, and is
yet very far from being decided.
6.

(not/debate)

I _____________________; I must have offended in some way.7. (forsake)

Nevertheless there are no grounds, as far as I can discover, for believing
that any muscle _____________________ or even modified exclusively for
the sake of expression.

8.

(develop)

And in consequence of these proceedings, your mission
___________________ on by the President.
9.

(decide)

It has not yet reached us, but extracts __________________, and such
as seemed most likely to draw a curtain of separation between you and
myself.

10.

(give)

Maryland __________________ the heart of the Union.11. (call)

Jonas Evans _____________________ for some time.12. (suspect)

Insensibly, from quantity we ________________ to speak of quality.13.
(lead)
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Singing which they would hear with real enthusiasm-possibly with
tears-from a corner of a drawing-room, is listened to with laughter when it is
offered by an unknown professional and no money _________________ at
the door.

14.

(take)

All the papers ____________________ to some extent.15. (revise)

Violet ______________________ in some of the duties of womanhood.16.
(instruct)

Minor, obvious printer errors ______________________ without note.17.
(correct)

For the reader's convenience, the original page images
_________________ available for comparison of these two pages.
18.

(make)

So again with the varieties of sheep: it ____________________ that
certain mountain-varieties will starve out other mountain-varieties, so that
they cannot be kept together.

19.

(assert)

But though connected with political events, it __________________ by
me most strongly in its unfortunate bearings on my private friendships.
20.

(view)
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